
GUMMMED PAPER
Tape Dispenser

Efficiency
Fast and efficient tape 
dispensing for increased 
productivity.

Enhanced Brand Image
Products that arrive intact 
and pristine reflect a positive 
company image

A Superior Seal
Water activated adhesives 
penetrate into the fibres of 
the carton

Manual Carton 
Sealing Solutions BP-333PLUS
Our Better Packages gummed paper dispensers are what 

many of today’s online commerce giants are relying upon 

to build on their strongly positive brand image by improving 

their overall productivity, enhancing the security of their 

product when shipped, and addressing the need for a more 

sustainable option in packaging excellence.



GUMMED PAPER
Tape Dispenser
BP-333PLUS Manual

Manual Tape Dispenser
FEATURES & BENEFITS
 Simple to use operation. There are 15 

preset tape  lengths measured in inches 
on a clearly marked dial.  

 Durable. Steel side frame construction 
ensures durability and long life.  

 Effective sealing. Two water brushes 
provide consistent, uniform wetting of 
adhesive.  

 Reliable. Superior mechanics and 
guillotine blade deliver clean, even cutting 
of reinforced and non-reinforced tape  

 Cost effective. Only one strip of water-
activated tape needed for secure, strong 
seal. 

 Environmentally Sustainable. No electricity 
is needed to operate the tape dispenser.

Environmentally Responsible
 Reduce tape waste by dispensing exact amount 

needed

 Only one strip of water-activated tape is needed 
for a secure, strong seal

 Maximize performance with recyclable, 
biodegradable Better Pack Tape, made from 
renewable resources

 One Better Pack 333 Plus can potentially 
replace 64* handheld plastic tape guns

Maximum Diameter of Tape Roll 19.1cm (7.5”)

Maximum Length of Tape Roll 183m

Dimensions 53.3cm L x 26.7cm W x 24.1cm H

Dispensing Tape Length Up to 76.2cm (30”). Unlimited lengths with repeated handle strokes

Tape Width 3.8cm–7.6cm

Tape Type
Reinforced and non-reinforced water-activated tape, gummed side 
in or gummed side out

Water Bottle Capacity 1.3L (44 oz.)

Blades Guillotine Shear Blades

Water Brushes 2

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS


